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The chemical equation tells you what happens during a chemical reaction. A balanced chemical equation has the right amount of reactionary and products to meet the Mass Preservation Act. In this article we'll talk about what the chemical equation is, how to balance chemical equations, and give you a few examples to help in your practice of balancing
chemical equations. What is the chemical equation? Simply put, the chemical equation tells you what happens in a chemical reaction. Here's what the chemical equation looks like: Fe and O2 → Fe2O3 on the left side of the equation are reactionions. These are the materials that you start with a chemical reaction. On the right side of the equation are
products. Products are substances that are made as a result of a chemical reaction. In order for the chemical reaction to be correct, it must satisfy what is called the Law of Mass Preservation, which states that the mass cannot be created or destroyed during a chemical reaction. This means that each side of the chemical equation must have the same
amount of mass because the amount of mass cannot be changed. If your chemical equation has different masses on the left and right side of the equation, you need to balance the chemical equation. How to balance chemical equations -Explanation and example of balancing chemical equations means that you write the chemical equation correctly, so there
is the same amount of mass on each side of the arrow. In this section we explain how to balance the chemical equation using the example of real life, the chemical equation that occurs when iron rusts: Fe and O2 → Fe2O3 #1: Identify products and reactionaries The first step in balancing the chemical equation is to identify your reagents and your products.
Remember that your reactionary is on the left side of your equation. The products are on the right side. For this equation, our reactionary Fe and O2. Our products are Fe2 and O3. #2: Write the number of atoms next, you need to determine how many atoms of each element are present on each side of the equation. You can do this by looking at signings or
odds. If there is no subscription or coefficient present, then you just have one atom of something. Fe and O2 → Fe2O3 On the reaction side, we have one iron atom and two oxygen atoms. On the side of the product, we have two iron atoms and three oxygen atoms. When you write the number of products, you can see that the equation is not balanced
because there are different amounts of each atom on the reaction side and product side. This means that we need to add coefficients to make this equation balanced. #3: Add odds earlier, I mentioned that there are two ways to say how many atoms a particular element exist in Equation: Looking at signing and looking at When you balance the chemical
equation, you change the odds. You never change signings. The coefficient is a whole number multiplier. To balance the chemical equation, you add these whole number multipliers (ratios) to make sure that there are the same number of atoms on each side of the arrow. Here's what's important to keep in mind about the odds: they apply to every part of the
product. Take, for example, the chemical equation for water: H2O. If you've added a coefficient to make it 2H2O, then the odds are multiples for all the items present. So 2H2O means you have four hydrogen atoms and two oxygen atoms. You don't just multiply by the first element present. Thus, in our chemical equation (Fe and O2 → Fe2O3), any coefficient
that you add to the product must be reflected with reactionary. Let's see how to balance this chemical equation. On the side of the product, we have two iron atoms and three oxygen atoms. Let's disarm the iron first. When you first look at this chemical equation you would think that something like this works: 2Fe and O2 → Fe2O3 Although this balances iron
atoms (leaving two on each side), oxygen is still unbalanced. That means we have to keep looking. Taking iron first, we know that we will work with a multiple of two, since there are two iron atoms present on the side of the product. Knowing that using two as a coefficient won't work, let's try the next multiple of two: four. 4Fe and O2 → 2Fe2O3, which creates
a balance for iron by having four atoms on each side of the equation. Oxygen is not quite balanced yet, but on the side of the product we have six oxygen atoms. Six of them are multiples of two, so we can work with this on the reactionary side where there are two oxygen atoms. This means that we can write our balanced chemical equation this way: 4Fe
and 3O2 → 3Fe2O3 3 Great sources of balancing chemical equations Practice there are many places where you can do balancing chemical equations practice online. Here are a few places with practice problems that you can use: Balancing chemical equations: Key takeaway balancing chemical equations seems complicated, but it's really not that hard! Your
main goal when balancing chemical equations is to make sure that there are the same number of reactionaries and products on each side of the chemical arrow equation. What's next? Writing research work for the school but not sure what to write? Our guide to research topics has over 100 themes in ten categories, so you can be sure to find the perfect
theme for you. Want to know the fastest and easiest ways to convert between Fahrenheit and Celsius? We're you. Check out our guide to how to convert Celsius to Fahrenheit (or vice versa). Are you studying clouds in your science class? Get help identifying different types of clouds with our expert guidance. Balancing Balance equation includes the addition
of stoyhometric coefficients to reactionaries and products. This is important because the chemical equation must obey the law of mass preservation and the law of constant proportions, i.e. the same number of atoms of each element must exist on the reaction side and the product side of the equation. This article discusses two quick and simple methods of
balancing the chemical equation. The first method is the traditional method of balancing, and the second method is the method of algebraic balancing. Table Content Related Terminology Chemical Equation Stoichiometric Coefficient Traditional Method Balancing Agebraic Balance MethodDeclime Examples Related Terminology Chemical Equation Chemical
Equation Chemical Equation is a symbolic representation of the chemical reaction in which reactionary and products are labeled by their respective chemical formulas. An example of the chemical equation is the 2H2 and O2 → 2H2O, which describes the reaction between hydrogen and oxygen to form water The side reaction is part of the chemical equation
to the left of the symbol →, while the side of the product is part right of the arrow symbol. The Stoichoric coefficient A stoichometric coefficient describes the total number of chemical-type molecules that are involved in a chemical reaction. It provides a balance between reactive species and products formed in response. In the reaction described by the CH4
and 2O2 equation → CO2 and 2H2O, the stoichiometry ratio of O2 and H2O is 2, while the CH4 and CO2 ratio is 1. The total number of element atoms present in the form (in a balanced chemical equation) is equal to the product of the stoichiometry ratio and the number of element atoms in a single species molecule. For example, the total number of oxygen
atoms in reacting species '2O2' is 4. When balancing chemical equations, stoichometric coefficients are assigned in such a way as to balance the total number of elements atoms on the reactionary and product side. The traditional balancing method is the first step that must follow when balancing chemical equations to get a complete unbalanced equation. In
order to illustrate this method, the burning reaction between propane and oxygen is cited as an example. Step 1 An unbalanced equation must be derived from chemical formulas of reactionians and products (if it is not yet provided). Chemical formula propane C3H8. It burns with oxygen (O2) to form carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) An unbalanced
chemical equation can be written as C3H8 and O2 → CO2 and H2O Step 2 The total number of atoms of each element on the reaction side and side of the product must be matched. In this example, the number of atoms on each side can be sat next Chemical equation: C3H8 and O2 → CO2 and H2O Reactant Reactant Product Side 3 Carbon Atoms from
carbon atom C3H8 1 of hydrogen ATOMs CO2 8 of hydrogen atoms C3H8 2 of H2O 2 Oxygen atoms from oxygen atoms O2 3, 2 from CO2 and 1 from H2O Step 3 Now stoichometric coefficients are added to molecules containing an element that has a different number of atoms in the reaction side and the product side. The coefficient should balance the
number of atoms on each side. Typically, stoyhometric coefficients are assigned to hydrogen and oxygen atoms in the last direction. Now you need to update the number of atoms of the elements on the reactionary and product side. It is important to note that the number of atoms of an element in one form should be obtained by multiplying the stichometric
coefficient with the total number of atoms of this element present in 1 molecule of the species. For example, when a coefficient of 3 is assigned to a CO2 molecule, the total number of oxygen atoms in CO2 becomes 6. In this example, the coefficient is first assigned to carbon, as tabulated below. Chemical Equation: C3H8 and O2 → 3CO2 - H2O Reactant
Side Product 3 Carbon Atoms C3H8 3 of CO2 8 hydrogen atoms from hydrogen atoms C3H8 2 of oxygen atoms H2O 2 of oxygen atoms O2 7, 6 from CO2 and 1 from H2O Step 4 Step 3 is repeated until all the number of atoms reacting elements are equal on the reactionary and product side. In this example, hydrogen is balanced as follows. The chemical
equation is transformed as follows. Chemical Equation: C3H8 and O2 → 3CO2 - 4H2O Reactant Side Product Side 3 Carbon Atoms from Carbon Atoms C3H8 3 From Hydrogen Atoms CO2 8 of C3H8 8 Hydrogen Atoms from Oxygen Atoms H2O 2 of Oxygen Atoms O2 10, 6 of CO2 and 4 of H2O Now that hydrogen atoms are balanced, the next element to
be balanced is oxygen. There are 10 oxygen atoms on the side of the product, implying that the reactionary side should also contain 10 oxygen atoms. Each O2 molecule contains two oxygen atoms. Thus, the stoichiometry ratio to be assigned to the O2 molecule is 5. The updated chemical equation is below. Chemical Equation: C3H8 and 5O2 → 3CO2 and
4H2O Reactant Side Side 3 Carbon Atoms from Carbon Atoms C3H8 3 of CO2 8 Hydrogen Atoms from C3H8 8 Hydrogen Atoms from Oxygen Atoms H2O 10, 6 from CO2 and 4 from H2O Step 5 Once all individual elements are balanced, the total number of atoms of each element on the reactionary and product side are compared again. If there is no
inequality, the chemical equation is considered balanced. In this example, each element now has an equal number of atoms in the reactionary side and product. Thus, the balanced chemical equation is C3H8 and 5O2 → 3CO2 and 4H2O. Algebraic balancing method This method of balancing chemical equations includes algebraic variables as stichiometric
coefficients for each species unbalanced chemical equation. These variables are used in mathematical equations and are decided to obtain the values of each stoichometric coefficient. In order to better explain this method, the reaction between glucose and oxygen that gives carbon dioxide and water has been considered as an example. Step 1 An
unbalanced chemical equation must be obtained by writing chemical formulas of reactionians and products. In this example, glucose (C6H12O6) and oxygen (O2) and carbon dioxide (CO2) and water (H2O) unbalanced chemical equations C6H12O6 and O2 → CO2 and H2O Step 2 Now, algebraic variables are assigned to each species (as stoichimetric
coefficients) in an unbalanced chemical equation. In this example, the equation can be written as follows. aC6H12O6 and bO2 → cCO2 and dH2O Now need to develop a set of equations (between the reactionary and the product side) in order to balance each element of the reaction. In this example, the following equations can be formed. The carbon
equation on the reactionary side, the 'a' molecule C6H12O6 will contain '6a' carbon atoms. On the product side, the 'c' CO2 molecules will contain 'c' carbon atoms. In this equation, the only carbon-containing species are C6H12O6 and CO2. Thus, the following equation can be formulated for carbon: 6a q c Equation for hydrogen Species that contain
hydrogen in this equation are C6H12O6 and H2 'a' molecule C6H12O6 contains '12a' hydrogen atoms while the 'd' H2O molecules will contain '2d' hydrogen atoms. Thus, the equation for hydrogen becomes 12a and 2d. By simplifying this equation (dividing the two sides into 2), the equation becomes: 6a and d Equation for oxygen Each species in this
chemical equation contains oxygen. Thus, you can make the following relationships to get an equation for oxygen: For molecules 'a' C6H12O6 there are oxygen atoms '6a'. O2 molecules contain a total oxygen '2b'. CO2 molecules contain '2c' the amount of oxygen atoms. H2O molecules hold 'd' oxygen atoms. Thus, the equation for oxygen can be written
as: 6a and 2b and 2c' d Step 3 Equations for each element are listed together to form a system of equations. In this example, the equation system is as follows: 6a q c (for carbon); 6a q d (for hydrogen); 6a 2b and 2c d (for oxygen) This system of equations may have several solutions, but a solution with minimal variable values is required. To obtain this
solution, the value is assigned to one of the coefficients. In this case, a is assumed to be 1. Thus, the system of equations is transformed as follows: a 1 c 6a - 6'1 - 6 d 6a - 6a , replacement of values A,c, and d in equations 6a and 2b 2c d, the value 'b' can be obtained as 6'1 and 2b 2'6 and 6 2b th 12; b 6 It is important to note that these equations must be
resolved in such a way that each variable is positive. When you receive fractional values, the lowest common denominator between all variables should be multiplied with each variable. This is necessary because variables have stoymetric coefficients that should be positive. Step 4 Now that each variable has the slightest value, their values can be replaced
by a chemical equation obtained in step 2. Thus, aC6H12O6 and bO2 → cCO2 and dH2O becomes: C6H12O6 and 6O2 → 6CO2 and 6H2O Thus, a balanced chemical equation is obtained. The algebraic method of balancing chemical equations is considered to be more effective than the traditional method. However, it can give fractional values for
stoymetric coefficients, which then have to be converted into integrators. Decided Examples Some examples describing the balance of chemical equations are given in this subsection. These equations were balanced using both methods described above. Example 1 Unbalanced Chemical Equation: Al and O2 → Al2O3 Traditional Method Following the
traditional method, the reaction can be balanced as follows: Equation: Al No O2 → Al2O3 Reactant Side Product Side 1 Aluminum Atoms 2 Aluminum Atoms 2 Oxygen Atoms 3 Oxygen Atoms First, Aluminium Atoms Are Balanced. The equation becomes 2Al and O2 → Al2O3 Now, oxygen atoms must be balanced, there are two oxygen atoms on the
reactionary side and 3 on the side of the product. Thus, there must be 3 O2 molecules that give 2 Atoms Al2O3. The chemical equation is converted to 2Al and 3O2 → 2Al2O3 Since the number of aluminum atoms on the side of the product has doubled, so should the number on the reactionary side. Equation: 4Al 3O2 → 2Al2O3 Reactant Side Product Side
4 Aluminum Atoms 4 Aluminum Atoms 6 Oxygen Atoms 6 Oxygen Atoms Since each element is balanced, balanced chemical equation is found to be 4Al and 3O2 → 2Al2O3 Algebraic Method Using the algebraic method of balancing chemical equations, variables can be assigned to an unbalanced equation. aAl No bO2 → cAl2O3 Aluminium Equation: a 2c
Equation for Oxygen: 2b and 3c Assuming 1, we get: c q a/2 ; c - 1/2 2b - 3 (1/2) - 3/2; b No. 3/4 From the moment the fractional values B and C receive the lowest common denominator between variables A, b and C must be found and multiplied with each variable. Because the lowest common denominator is 4, each of the variables must be multiplied by 4.
Thus, 4'1 and 4; b (3/4) 4 and 3; c (1/2) Nos. 4 and 2 Replacement of A, B and C values in the unbalanced equation receives the following balanced chemical equation. 4Al and 3O2 → 2Al2O3 Example 2 Unbalanced Chemical Equation: N2 and H2 → Traditional Method In This Reaction Nitrogen Atoms balanced in the first place. The reaction side has two
nitrogen atoms, implying that two NH3 molecules must be formed for each N2 molecule. Chemical Equation: N2 and H2 → 2NH3 Reactant Side Side 2 nitrogen atom 2 nitrogen atom 2 hydrogen atom 6 hydrogen atoms Each H2 molecule contains 2 hydrogen atoms. In order to balance the number of hydrogen atoms in the equation, the total number of
hydrogen atoms must be 6. Thus, the stoichometric coefficient to be assigned to hydrogen is 3. Chemical Equation: N2 and 3H2 → 2NH3 Reactant Side Side 2 nitrogen atoms 2 nitrogen atoms 6 hydrogen atoms 6 hydrogen atoms Thus, balanced chemical equation N2 and 3H2 → 2NH3 Algebraic method Variable a, b and C should be assigned N2, H2 and
NH3 respectively. The chemical equation can be written as: aN2 and bH2 → cNH3 Nitrogen Equation: 2a q c Equation for Hydrogen: 2b and 3c Assuming that q 1, b and C values can be obtained as follows. C 2a 2 2b and 3c 3'2 and 6; b Nos. 6/2 and 3 Since a, b and c do not have common multiples, they can be replaced in the equation as follows. N2 and
3H2 → 2NH3 is a balanced form of this chemical equation. Exercises In order to practice different methods of balancing chemical equations, the following unbalanced equations can be worked out. FeCl3 - NaOH → NaCl - Fe (OH) 3 xn - HCl → noCl2 - H2 P2O5 - H2O → H3PO4 FeSO4 - NaOH → Na2SO4 - Fe (OH) 2 Mg and HCl → MgCl2 - H2, to learn
more about balancing chemical equations and other related concepts, sign up for BYJU'S and download the mobile app to your smartphone. Get access to NCERT solutions for chemical reactions and Class 10 chapter 1 equations here. Balanced Chemical Equation: Ca (OH)2 - 2HNO3 → Ca (NO3)2H2O Balanced Chemical Equation: 2H2O and O2 →
2H2O2 Chemical Formula Chloride Ferric FeCl3 and Sodium Hydroxide NaOH. Unbalanced chemical equation: FeCl3 and NaOH → Fe (OH)3 - NaCl first balances the number of oxygen and hydrogen atoms, and then balances the number of sodium atoms, the balanced chemical equation is: FeCl3 and 3NaOH → Fe(OH)3 and 3NaCl 3NaCl easy way to
balancing chemical equations pdf. easy way to balancing chemical equations in hindi. easy way to balancing chemical equations calculator. easy way to learn balancing chemical equations. easy way to do balancing chemical equations
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